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Abstract. The paper presents a sequence of three projects on design and formal verification of pipelined and superscalar processors. The projects were integrated—by means of lectures and preparatory homework exercises—into an existing advanced computer architecture course taught to both undergraduate and graduate students in a way that required them to have no prior knowledge of formal methods. The first project was on design and formal verification of a 5-stage pipelined DLX processor, implementing the six basic instruction types—register-register-ALU, register-immediate-ALU, store, load, jump, and branch. The second project was on extending the processor from project one with ALU exceptions, a return-from-exception instruction, and branch prediction; each of the resulting models was formally verified. The third project was on design and formal verification of a dual-issue superscalar version of the DLX from project one. The preparatory homework problems included an exercise on design and formal verification of a staggered ALU, pipelined in the style of the integer ALUs in the Intel Pentium 4. The processors were described in the high-level hardware description language AbsHDL that allows the students to ignore the bit widths of word-level values and the internal implementations of functional units and memories, while focusing entirely on the logic that controls the pipelined or superscalar execution. The formal verification tool flow included the term-level symbolic simulator TLSim, the decision procedure EVC, and an efficient SAT-checker; this tool flow—combined with the same abstraction techniques for defining processors with exceptions and branch prediction, as used in the projects—was applied at Motorola to formally verify a model of the MCORE processor, and detected bugs. The course went through two iterations—offered at the Georgia Institute of Technology in the summer and fall of 2002—and was taught to 67 students, 25 of whom were undergraduates.

1. Introduction

Verification is increasingly becoming the bottleneck in the design of state-of-the-art computer systems, with up to 70% of the engineering effort spent on verifying a new product\textsuperscript{1}. The increased complexity of new microprocessors leads to more errors—Bentley\textsuperscript{2} reported a 350% increase in the number of bugs detected in the Intel Pentium 4\textsuperscript{3}, compared to those detected in the previous architecture, the Intel Pentium Pro\textsuperscript{4,5}. Formal verification—the mathematical proof of correctness of hardware and software—is gaining momentum in industrial use, but has so far failed to scale for realistic microprocessors, or has required extensive manual intervention by experts—factors that have made formal verification impractical to integrate in existing computer architecture courses.
Traditionally, the principles of pipelined and superscalar execution have been taught with three approaches: 1) trace-driven simulation with existing tools\(^6-18\); or 2) implementation of a trace-driven simulator by using a programming language such as C, often by filling only missing sections in skeleton code provided by the instructors\(^19-21\); or 3) implementation of a processor using a commercial hardware description language (HDL), such as Verilog\(^22\) or VHDL\(^23-24\) as reported by several authors\(^25-28\), or an academic HDL\(^20, 29\), and then simulating it with existing tools or with an FPGA-based hardware emulation system\(^21, 30-34\). In the second and third approaches, the implementations are verified with test sequences provided by the instructors, and possibly with additional test sequences defined by students. However, such testing is time-consuming and, most importantly, does not guarantee complete correctness—with bugs remaining undetected for years even in the skeleton code provided by the instructors\(^19\).

In spite of the role that formal verification will play when designing computer systems in the future, only a few universities offer related courses\(^35\). There are many reports on the integration of formal methods into existing software engineering curricula\(^36-40\). However, the author knows of only one computer architecture course\(^19\) that was previously offered at CMU in a version where the students had to model check\(^41\) a cache coherence protocol.

This paper advocates the integration of formal verification into existing computer architecture courses, as a way to educate future microarchitects with knowledge of formal methods, and with deeper understanding of the principles of pipelined, speculative, and superscalar execution; microarchitects who are thus more productive, and capable of delivering correct new processors under aggressive time-to-market schedules. The paper presents the experience from such an integration of formal verification into an existing computer architecture course\(^42-43\), taught to both undergraduate and graduate students with no prior knowledge of formal methods. The existing course was extended with several lectures on formal verification, with related homework problems, and with a sequence of three projects on design and formal verification of processors: 1) a single-issue pipelined DLX\(^44\); 2) a version with exceptions and branch prediction; and 3) a dual-issue superscalar DLX. The last project was motivated by commercial dual-issue superscalar processors, such as the Intel Pentium\(^45\), the Alpha 21064\(^46\), the IDT RISCore5000\(^47\), the PowerPC 440 Core\(^48\), the Motorola MC 68060\(^49\), the Motorola MPC 8560\(^49\), and the MIPS III used in the Emotion Engine chip of the Sony Playstation 2\(^44\).

The integration of formal verification into an existing computer architecture course was made possible by a recently developed tool flow, consisting of the term-level symbolic simulator TLSim\(^50\), the decision procedure EVC\(^50-53\), and an efficient Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) checker, such as Chaff\(^54, 55\) or BerkMin\(^56\). The pedagogical power of this tool flow is due to: 1) the immediate feedback given to students—it takes 1.5 seconds to formally verify a single-issue pipelined DLX processor\(^34\), 7 seconds to formally verify an extension with exceptions and branch prediction, and 10 minutes to formally verify a dual-issue superscalar DLX; 2) the full detection of bugs, when a processor is formally verified; and 3) the resulting objective grading—based on complete correctness, as opposed to just passing tests provided by the instructor.

Historically, every time the design process was shifted to a higher level of abstraction, productivity increased. That was the case when microprocessor designers moved from the transistor level to the gate level, and later to the register-transfer level, relying on Electronic Design Auto-
Informatiion (EDA) tools to automatically bridge the gap between these levels. Similarly, that was the case when programmers adopted high-level programming languages such as FORTRAN and C, relying on compilers for translation to assembly code. The high-level hardware description language AbsHDL differs from commercial HDLs such as Verilog and VHDL in that the bit widths of word-level values are not specified, and neither are the implementations of functional units and memories. That allows the microprocessor designers to focus entirely on partitioning the functionality among pipeline stages and on defining the logic to control the pipelined or superscalar execution. Most importantly, this high-level definition of processors, coupled with certain modeling restrictions (see Section 3), allows the efficient formal verification of the pipelined designs. The assumption is that the bit-level descriptions of functional units and memories are formally verified separately, and will be added by EDA tools later, when an AbsHDL processor is automatically translated to a bit-level synthesizable description, e.g., in Verilog or VHDL.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the high-level hardware description language AbsHDL, used in the projects. Section 3 summarizes the formal verification background, and presents the tool flow. Section 4 describes the three projects, and Section 5 discusses their integration into an existing advanced computer architecture course. Section 6 analyzes the results and the design bugs made by students when implementing the projects. Section 7 reviews related work. Section 8 concludes the paper and outlines directions for future work.

2. The High-Level Hardware Description Language AbsHDL

The syntax of AbsHDL will be illustrated with the 3-stage pipelined processor, pipe3, shown in Figure 1. That processor has a combined instruction fetch and decode stage (IFD), an execute stage (EX), and a write-back stage (WB). It can execute only ALU instructions with a single data operand. Read-after-write hazards are avoided with one level of forwarding. The AbsHDL definition of pipe3 is shown in Figure 2. We will use extension .abs for files in AbsHDL.

An AbsHDL processor description begins with declaration of signals (see Figure 2). Bit-level signals are declared with the keyword bit; word-level signals with the keyword term. Signals that are primary inputs, e.g., phase clocks, are additionally declared with the keyword input. The language has constructs for basic logic gates—such that and or not mux—such that and or gates can have multiple inputs. Equality comparators are gates of type =, e.g., RegsEqual = (= IFD_EX_SrcReg EX_WB_DestReg) in the EX stage, where the equals sign before the left parenthesis designates an assignment. Gates that are not of the above types are called uninterpreted functions if the output is a word-level signal—e.g., sequentialPC = (PCAdder PC) and Result = (ALU IFD_EX_Op EX_Data1) in Figure 2—but uninterpreted predicates if the output is a bit-level signal. Uninterpreted functions and uninterpreted predicates are used to abstract the implementations of combinational functional units. In the two examples above, PCAdder and ALU are uninterpreted functions that abstract, respectively, the adder for incrementing the PC and the ALU in pipe3. We can use an uninterpreted predicate to abstract a functional unit that decides whether to take a conditional branch, or to abstract a functional unit that indicates whether an ALU exception is raised. We can implement a finite state machine (FSM) to model the behavior of a multicycle functional unit.
AbsHDL has constructs for latches and memories, defined with the keywords \texttt{latch} and \texttt{memory}, respectively. Both can have input and/or output ports, defined with the keywords \texttt{inport} and \texttt{outport}, respectively. Input ports of latches have an enable signal, which has to be high for a write operation to take place at that port, and a list (enclosed in parentheses) of input data signals that provide the values to be written to the latch. Similarly, output ports of latches have an enable signal, which has to be high for a read operation to take place at that port, and a list of output data signals that will get the values stored in the latch. An output data signal can get values only from input data signals that appear in the same position in the list of data signals for an input port in the same latch. Memories are defined similarly, except that ports additionally have an address input that is listed right after the enable input—see memory \texttt{RegFile} in Figure 2.

The correct instruction semantics are defined by the instruction set architecture (ISA) and are modeled with a non-pipelined specification processor built from the same uninterpreted functions, uninterpreted predicates, and architectural state elements (the PC and the Register File in pipe3) as the pipelined implementation. Since the specification is non-pipelined, it executes one instruction at a time, and has no hazards.

When defining pipelined processors and their specifications, we assume that they do not execute self-modifying code, which allows us to model the Instruction Memory as a read-only memory, separate from a Data Memory if the processor executes load and store instructions. In Figure 2, the Instruction Memory has one read port that takes the PC as address, and produces the four fields of an instruction in the given ISA: RegWrite, a bit indicating whether the instruction will update the Register File; DestReg, destination register identifier; Op, opcode to be used by the ALU; and SrcReg, source register identifier. Alternatively, a read-only instruction memory can be modeled with a collection of uninterpreted functions and uninterpreted predicates, each taking as input the instruction address, and mapping it to a field from the instruction encoding. In the case when some of the above fields do not have a counterpart in the instruction encoding, but are pro-
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**Figure 1. Block diagram of the 3-stage pipelined processor pipe3.**
duced by decoding logic, both models can be viewed as encapsulating the original read-only instruction memory and the decoding logic. To model decoding logic that is separate from the instruction memory, we can use uninterpreted functions and uninterpreted predicates, each mapping a field from the original instruction encoding to a control signal.

```abs
//-------- 3-stage pipelined processor pipe3.abs ------------------------
(bit
 phi1 phi2 phi3 phi4 Flush Flush_bar RegWrite IFD_RegWrite IFD_EX_RegWrite EX_WB_RegWrite write_PC write_RegFile_In RegsEqual fwd)
(term
 PC sequentialPC SrcReg DestReg Op IFD_EX_SrcReg IFD_EX_DestReg IFD_EX_Op IFD_EX_Data1 Data1 EX_Data1 Result EX_WB_Result EX_WB_DestReg)
(input phi1 phi2 phi3 phi4 Flush)
Flush_bar = (not Flush)
write_PC  = (and phi4 Flush_bar)
(latch PC //-------- The Program Counter --------------------------
 (inport write_PC (sequentialPC))
 (outport phi1 (PC)))
sequentialPC = (PCAdder PC)
(memory IMem //-------- The read-only Instruction Memory -------------
 (outport phi2 PC (SrcReg DestReg Op RegWrite)))
write_RegFile_In = (and phi2 EX_WB_RegWrite)
(memory RegFile //-------- The Register File -----------------------
 (inport write_RegFile_In EX_WB_DestReg (EX_WB_Result))
 (outport phi3 SrcReg (Data1)))
IFD_RegWrite = (and RegWrite Flush_bar)
(latch IFD_EX //-------- EX Stage Logic ------------------------------
 (inport phi4 (SrcReg DestReg Op IFD_RegWrite Data1))
 (outport phi1 (IFD_EX_SrcReg IFD_EX_DestReg IFD_EX_Op IFD_EX_RegWrite IFD_EX_Data1)))
RegsEqual = (= IFD_EX_SrcReg EX_WB_DestReg)
fwd       = (and RegsEqual EX_WB_RegWrite)
EX_Data1  = (mux fwd EX_WB_Result IFD_EX_Data1)
Result    = (ALU IFD_EX_Op EX_Data1)
(latch EX_WB //-------- WB Stage Logic -----------------------------
 (inport phi4 (Result IFD_EX_DestReg IFD_EX_RegWrite))
 (outport phi1 (EX_WB_Result EX_WB_DestReg EX_WB_RegWrite)))
)

Figure 2. AbsHDL description of the 3-stage pipelined processor pipe3.
```
Signal \texttt{Flush} in Figures 1 and 2, when asserted to 1, is used to disable fetching of instructions and to feed the pipeline with bubbles, allowing partially executed instructions to complete. Then, simulating the pipeline for a sufficient number of clock cycles—as determined by the pipeline depth and possible stalling conditions—will map all partially executed instructions to the architectural state elements (the PC and the Register File in pipe3). The contents of the architectural state elements, with no pending updates in the pipeline, can be directly compared with the contents of the architectural state elements of the specification—see Section 3 for details. In the case of pipe3, which has two pipeline latches and no stalling logic, setting signal \texttt{Flush} to 1 and simulating the processor for 2 cycles will complete any instructions that are originally in the pipeline. This mechanism for automatically mapping the state of an implementation processor to its architectural state elements was proposed by Burch and Dill\textsuperscript{57}. Note that most processors have a similar signal indicating whether the Instruction Cache provided a valid instruction in the current clock cycle, so that we can achieve the above effect by forcing that signal to the value indicating an invalid instruction. Adding signal \texttt{Flush}—to allow completion of partially executed instructions in a pipelined or superscalar processor without fetching new instructions—can be viewed as design for formal verification. Signal \texttt{Flush}, when set to 1, should invalidate all control bits that indicate updates of architectural state elements.

The phase clocks in an AbsHDL processor description are used to ensure the proper flow of signals in the pipeline stages, as well as to determine the order of memory port operations. In Figure 2, we assume that the phase clocks become high in the order of their numbers. That is, the pipeline latches and the PC are read on \texttt{phi1}, then the Register File is written on \texttt{phi2}, then the Register File is read on \texttt{phi3} (so that the Register File behaves as a write-before-read memory and provides internal forwarding of the result written in the current clock cycle), and finally the pipeline latches and the PC are written on \texttt{phi4}, which concludes a clock cycle.

3. Formal Verification Background

The formal verification tool flow is shown in Figure 3. The term-level symbolic simulator TLSim\textsuperscript{50} takes an implementation and a specification processor, as well as a simulation-command file indicating how to simulate the implementation and the specification and when to compare their architectural state elements. “Term” in “term-level” comes from the syntax of the logic of Equality with Uninterpreted Functions and Memories (EUFM)\textsuperscript{57}—see Figure 5—where terms are used to abstract word-level values. EUFM allows us to mathematically model the behavior of the AbsHDL constructs during symbolic simulation, as well as to define a formula for the correctness of a pipelined processor. In symbolic simulation, the initial state of a processor is represented with variables, while the next state is computed as a function of these variables, based on the description of the processor.

In the sequence of three projects, symbolic simulation is done according to the inductive correctness criterion in Figure 4, which checks the safety property of a single-issue pipelined processor—if the processors does something during one step of operation, then it does it correctly. Specifically, if the implementation makes one step starting from an arbitrary initial state $Q_{\text{Impl}}$, then the new implementation state $Q'_{\text{Impl}}$ should correspond to the state of the specification after
either 0 or 1 steps, when starting from architectural state $Q^0_{\text{Spec}}$ that corresponds to the initial implementation state $Q_{\text{Impl}}$.

Correspondence is determined by flushing the implementation processor $^5$—setting signal Flush in Figures 1 and 2 to true (i.e., 1), and symbolically simulating for a sufficient number of cycles—then comparing the resulting architectural state of the implementation with the state of the specification. In the case of a dual-issue superscalar processor that can fetch and complete up to two instructions per cycle (as in Project 3), the specification is symbolically simulated for two cycles, and the implementation state after one step, $Q'_{\text{Impl}}$, is compared for correspondence to the specification state after 0, or 1, or 2 steps.

In Figure 4, the implementation state after one step, $Q'_{\text{Impl}}$, will correspond to the initial specification state, $Q^0_{\text{Spec}}$, (i.e., condition $equality_0$ will be true) when either the implementation does not fetch a new instruction during the one step from $Q_{\text{Impl}}$ to $Q'_{\text{Impl}}$, or a new instruction is fetched but is later squashed, e.g., due to a mispredicted branch or a raised exception. Since the example processor pipe3 does not stall or squash instructions, it fetches an instruction on every clock cycle, and each instruction gets completed. Hence, one step of a correct pipe3 should always correspond to one step of the specification.

The commutative diagram in Figure 4 is a correctness proof by induction, since the initial implementation state, $Q_{\text{Impl}}$, is completely arbitrary. If the implementation is correct for all transitions that can be made for one step from an arbitrary initial state, then the implementation will be correct for one step from the next implementation state, $Q'_{\text{Impl}}$, since that state will be a special case of an arbitrary state as used for the initial state, and so on for any number of steps. For some processors, e.g., where the control logic is optimized by using unreachable states as don’t-care conditions, we might have to impose a set of invariant constraints for the initial implementation.
state in order to exclude unreachable states. Then, we need to prove that those constraints will be satisfied in the implementation state after one step, $Q'_{\text{Impl}}$, so that the correctness will hold by induction for that state, and so on for all subsequent states. The reader is referred to Aagaard et al.\textsuperscript{58,59} for a discussion and classification of correctness criteria.

In order to account for an arbitrary initial implementation state and for all possible transitions from it, the tool flow employs symbolic simulation. The term-level symbolic simulator TLSim automatically introduces variables for the initial state of memories and latches. TLSim propagates those variables through the processor logic, building symbolic expressions for the values of logic gates, uninterpreted functions, uninterpreted predicates, memories, and latches. The symbolic expressions are defined in the logic of EUFM—see Figure 5.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{term} & \quad := \text{ITE}(\text{formula}, \text{term}, \text{term}) \\
& \quad \quad | \text{uninterpreted-function}(\text{term}, \ldots, \text{term}) \\
& \quad \quad | \text{read}(\text{term}, \text{term}) \\
& \quad \quad | \text{write}(\text{term}, \text{term}, \text{term}) \\
\text{formula} & \quad := \text{true} \mid \text{false} \mid (\text{term} = \text{term}) \\
& \quad \quad | (\text{formula} \land \text{formula}) \mid (\text{formula} \lor \text{formula}) \mid \neg \text{formula} \\
& \quad \quad | \text{uninterpreted-predicate}(\text{term}, \ldots, \text{term})
\end{align*}
\]

**Figure 5. Syntax of the logic of Equality with Uninterpreted Functions and Memories.**

The syntax of EUFM includes terms and formulas. Terms abstract word-level values, such as data, register identifiers, memory addresses, as well as the entire states of memories, and are used to model the datapath of a processor. Formulas represent Boolean signals and are used to model the control path of a processor, as well as to express the correctness condition. A term can be an uninterpreted function (UF) applied on a list of argument terms; a term variable (that can be
viewed as an UF with no arguments); or an ITE operator selecting between two argument terms based on a controlling formula, such that $ITE(\text{formula}, \text{term}_1, \text{term}_2)$ will evaluate to $\text{term}_1$ when $\text{formula} = \text{true}$, and to $\text{term}_2$ when $\text{formula} = \text{false}$. A formula can be an uninterpreted predicate (UP) applied on a list of argument terms; a propositional variable (an UP with no arguments); or an equality comparison of two terms. Formulas can be negated, conjuncted, or disjoined. An ITE operator of the form $ITE(f, f_1, f_2)$, selecting between two argument formulas $f_1$ and $f_2$ based on a controlling formula $f$, can be defined as $f \land f_1 \lor \neg f \land f_2$. That is, an ITE operator is a mathematical representation for a multiplexor. We will refer to both terms and formulas as expressions.

UFs and UPs are used to abstract the implementation details of combinational functional units by replacing them with “black boxes” that satisfy no particular properties other than that of functional consistency—equal input expressions produce equal output values. Then, it no longer matters whether the original functional unit is an adder or a multiplier, etc., as long as the same UF (or UP) is used to replace it in both the implementation and the specification processor. Note that in this way we will prove a more general problem—that the processor is correct for any functionally consistent implementation of its functional units. However, that more general problem is much easier to prove.

The syntax for terms can be extended to model memories by means of the interpreted functions read and write. Function read takes two argument terms serving as memory state and address, respectively, and returns a term for the data at that address in the given memory. Function write takes three argument terms serving as memory state, address, and data, and returns a term for the new memory state. Functions read and write satisfy the forwarding property of the memory semantics: $\text{read}(\text{write}(\text{mem}, \text{waddr}, \text{wdata}, \text{raddr}))$ is equivalent to $ITE((\text{raddr} = \text{waddr}), \text{wdata}, \text{read}(\text{mem}, \text{raddr}))$, i.e., if this rule is applied recursively, a read operation returns the data most recently written to an equal address, or otherwise the initial state of the memory for that address. Versions of read and write that extend the syntax for formulas can be defined similarly, such that the former returns a formula, while the latter takes a formula as its third argument.

The term-level symbolic simulator TLSim has commands to compare the final implementation state with the specification states after each step of the specification, and to build an EUFM formula for the inductive correctness criterion in Figure 4. That formula is then input to the decision procedure EVC$^{50}$ that eliminates all instances of the interpreted functions read and write by preserving the forwarding property of the memory semantics. Then, uninterpreted functions are eliminated based on syntactic equality, such that exactly the same combinations of term variables that appear as arguments are mapped to the same new term variable representing the output value. Uninterpreted predicates are eliminated similarly, by using new Boolean variables to represent the output values. The result is an equivalent EUFM formula that contains only term variables, equality comparisons between them, Boolean variables, ITE operators, and Boolean connectives. Equality comparisons that have the same term variable for both arguments are replaced with the constant true. Equality comparisons, where the arguments are two syntactically different term variables $i$ and $j$, are encoded with a new Boolean variable—an $e_{ij}$ variable$^{60}$. The property of transitivity of equality—if $a = b$ and $b = c$ then $a = c$, where $a$, $b$, and $c$ are term variables—has to be enforced with constraints between the $e_{ij}$ variables$^{61}$. 
The efficiency of EVC is due to a property called Positive Equality\textsuperscript{62}, stating that the validity of an EUFM formula under a maximally diverse interpretation of the term variables that appear only in positive (not negated) equality comparisons implies the validity of the formula under any interpretation of those term variables. A maximally diverse interpretation means that each such term variable is treated as a distinct constant, which is not equal to any syntactically different term variable. Hence, maximal diversity results in replacing most of the positive equality comparisons—which have two syntactically different arguments—with the constant \texttt{false}, instead of with a new \texttt{e}_{ij} Boolean variable, thus dramatically pruning the correctness formula, and resulting in orders of magnitude speedup.

To exploit the property of Positive Equality, a microprocessor designer has to follow some simple modeling restrictions that reduce the number of equality comparisons appearing in both positive and negative polarity in the correctness formula. For example, the equality comparator that determines whether to take a branch-on-equal instruction (see Figure 6.a) appears in positive polarity when controlling the updates of the PC, but in negated polarity when controlling the squashing of subsequent instructions. Abstracting this equality comparator with an uninterpreted predicate (see Figure 6.b) eliminates the negated equality between the data operands that are used to compute the condition whether to take the branch.

![Figure 6. (a) The equality comparator that determines whether to take a branch-on-equal instruction, and driving signal \texttt{Taken\_Branch}, appears in positive polarity when controlling the updates of the PC, but in negated polarity when controlling the squashing of subsequent instructions. (b) The equality comparator is abstracted with uninterpreted predicate \texttt{IsTaken}, thus avoiding negated equality between data operands \texttt{Data1} and \texttt{Data2}.](image-url)

Similarly, the microprocessor designer has to use the FSM memory model from Figure 7 in order to abstract the Data Memory. Note that the forwarding property of the memory semantics introduces an address equality comparison that controls an ITE operator, and so appears in both positive polarity when selecting the then-expression, and in negative polarity when selecting the else-expression. To avoid this dual-polarity equality comparison for the Data Memory, whose addresses are produced by the ALU and also serve as data operands, we use the conservative abstraction shown in Figure 7. There, the original interpreted functions \texttt{read} and \texttt{write}, that satisfy the forwarding property of the memory semantics, are abstracted with uninterpreted functions \texttt{DMem\_read} and \texttt{DMem\_write}, respectively, that do not satisfy this property. The forwarding property is not needed, since all Data Memory accesses complete in program order, with no pending updates by earlier instructions when a later instruction reads data. In contrast, the Register File may not only have pending updates, but may also interact with the load-interlock stalling logic. It
is this interaction that requires the forwarding property\textsuperscript{63}. Alternatively, a hybrid memory model\textsuperscript{63}—where the forwarding property is preserved only for exactly those pairs of one read and one write address that also determine load-interlock stalling conditions—can be applied automatically. The Data Memory must be abstracted in both the implementation and the specification.

![Figure 7. FSM model for conservative abstraction of memories, using uninterpreted functions $\text{DMem}_{\text{read}}$ and $\text{DMem}_{\text{write}}$ that do not satisfy the forwarding property of the memory semantics. Term variable $m$ abstracts the initial state of the memory.](image)

The decision procedure EVC exploits the property of Positive Equality, and automatically applies other optimizations, translating the EUFM correctness formula to an equivalent Boolean formula, which has to be a tautology for the original EUFM formula to be valid, i.e., for the pipelined implementation to be correct. The Boolean formula can then be checked for being a tautology with any Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) procedure. Any assignment of values to the Boolean variables that makes the Boolean formula false will trigger a bug, i.e., is a counterexample. In our earlier work\textsuperscript{53, 64}, we found the SAT-checkers Chaff\textsuperscript{54–55} and BerkMin\textsuperscript{56} to be most efficient for evaluating the resulting Boolean correctness formulas. The tool flow used in the projects included Chaff. The reader is referred to Zhang and Malik\textsuperscript{65} for an overview of recent advances in SAT-checkers.

4. Three Projects on Design and Formal Verification of Pipelined Processors

The projects went through two iterations—one in the summer\textsuperscript{42}, and another in the fall\textsuperscript{43} of 2002. Analysis of frequent student bugs from the summer led to the addition of hints to the fall editions of the projects, as well as of preparatory homework exercises—see Section 5. To divide and conquer the design complexity, and to allow the students to better understand the interaction between various features in a pipelined processor, each of the projects was assigned as a sequence of steps. A step included the extension of a pipelined processor from a previous step or from an earlier project with a new instruction type or a new mechanism. The correct semantics of all the functionality implemented up to and including the new step was defined with a non-pipelined specification processor, given to the students. They were also given the TLSim simulation-command files for the steps of Project 1, but were asked to create their own simulation-command files for Projects 2 and 3. For a more permanent effect from the projects, the students were required to completely describe the processors, as opposed to just fill in the missing parts in provided skeleton code. The following versions were assigned in the fall of 2002.
Project 1: Design and Formal Verification of a Single-Issue Pipelined DLX

Step 1—Implementation of register-register ALU instructions. The students were asked to extend pipe3 to a 5-stage pipelined processor, having the stages of the DLX: instruction fetch (IF), instruction decode (ID), execute (EX), memory (MEM), and write-back (WB). The MEM stage was to be left empty; the Register File to be placed in ID; the ALU and the forwarding logic to be in EX.

Step 2—Implementation of register-immediate ALU instructions. The students had to integrate a multiplexor to select the immediate data value as ALU input.

Step 3—Implementation of store instructions. The FSM model for conservative abstraction of the Data Memory (see Figure 7) was to be added to the MEM stage, left empty so far.

Step 4—Implementation of load instructions. The students were asked to implement the load interlock in ID. They were given the hint that an optimized load-interlock should stall only when a dependent instruction’s source operand is actually used.

Step 5—Implementation of (unconditional) jump instructions. The students were required to compute the jump target in EX, and update the PC when the jump is in MEM. The processor was to continue fetching instructions that sequentially follow a jump, but squash them when the jump is in MEM, as a way to lay out the circuitry necessary in Step 6, where the processor was to be biased for branch not taken. The students were given the hint that one of the challenges in this step is the logic for updating the PC: during normal operation, when signal \texttt{Flush} is \texttt{false}, the PC should be updated as usual; however, during flushing, when signal \texttt{Flush} is \texttt{true}, the PC should be updated only by instructions that are already in the pipeline, as the purpose of flushing is to complete those instructions without fetching new ones. This mechanism for updating the PC is part of the concept of design for formal verification.

Step 6—Implementation of conditional branch instructions. The students were required to update the PC when a branch is in MEM. The processor was to be biased for branch not taken, i.e., to continue fetching instructions that sequentially follow a branch, and squash them if the branch is taken, or allow them to complete otherwise.

Project 2: Design and Formal Verification of a DLX with Exceptions and Branch Prediction

Step 1—Implementation of ALU exceptions. The goal was to extend the processor from Step 6 of Project 1. The new specification had two additional architectural state elements—an Exception PC (EPC) holding the PC of the last instruction that raised an ALU exception, and a flag IsException that indicates whether an ALU exception was actually raised, i.e., whether the EPC contains valid information. Uninterpreted predicate ALU_Exception was used to check for ALU exceptions by having the same inputs as the ALU and producing a Boolean signal, indicating whether the ALU inputs raised an exception; if so, then the PC of the excepting instruction was stored in the EPC, flag IsException was set to \texttt{true}, and the PC was updated with the address of an ALU-exception handler. That address was produced by uninterpreted function ALU_Exception_Handler that takes no arguments, i.e., has a hard-wired value. ALU exceptions can be raised only if control bit allow_ALU_exceptions, produced by the Instruction Memory, is \texttt{true}. An instruction that raises an ALU exception does not modify the Register File or the Data Memory.
Step 2—Implementation of a return-from-exception instruction. This instruction updates the PC with the value of the EPC if flag IsException is set, and then clears that flag.

Step 3—Implementation of branch prediction. Since branch prediction is a mechanism that enhances the performance of an implementation processor only, the specification processor was the same as for Step 2 of this project. The branch predictor was abstracted with the FSM in Figure 8, where the present state is stored in latch PresentState; the next state is produced by uninterpreted function Next_FSM_State that depends on the present state only; predictions for the direction (taken or not taken) and the target of a newly fetched branch are generated by uninterpreted predicate PredictedDirection and by uninterpreted function PredictedTarget, respectively, both having as argument the present FSM state. Since the initial FSM state is arbitrary (i.e., there are no restrictions imposed for that state), then the first predicted direction and target will also be arbitrary, and so will be the next FSM state that is produced by applying an arbitrary uninterpreted function to the present state. Note that the only relevant property of the predicted target is whether it is equal or not to the actual target, so that an arbitrary value for the predicted target will account for both cases. Similarly, an arbitrary value for the predicted direction of a branch will account for both possible outcomes. Then, if a processor is correct for an arbitrary prediction of a newly fetched branch or jump, the processor will be correct for any actual implementation of a branch predictor (including one that always predicts incorrectly).

Figure 8. Block diagram for an abstraction of a branch predictor.

The students were required to place the abstraction of the branch predictor in the IF stage, such that if a newly fetched instruction is a branch and the predicted direction is taken, or is a jump (and is always taken), then the PC should be speculatively updated with the predicted target. The logic for detecting branch/jump mispredictions was to be placed in the MEM stage, since the actual target and direction are computed in the EX stage. The students were given the hint that the implementation processor is simulated for only one cycle of regular operation in Figure 4 and the PC is updated speculatively only when a new instruction is fetched in the IF stage, so that the speculative updates should be disabled during flushing; however, since the purpose of flushing is to complete instructions that are already in the pipeline, PC updates made by the logic for correcting branch/jump mispredictions should be allowed to continue during flushing. This mechanism for updating the PC is part of the concept of design for formal verification.
Project 3: Design and Formal Verification of a Dual-Issue Superscalar DLX

Step 1—Implementation of a base dual-issue DLX. The goal was to extend the processor from Step 4 of Project 1 to a dual-issue superscalar version where the first pipeline can execute all four instruction types, i.e., register-register, register-immediate, store, and load, while the second pipeline can execute only register-register, and register-immediate instructions. The processor was to have in-order issue, in-order execution, and in-order completion. The issue logic was to be based on a shift register—if only the first instruction in ID is issued, then the second instruction in ID moves to the first slot in ID, while only one new instruction is fetched and is placed in the second slot in ID. To simplify the issue logic, if both instructions in ID are issued, the students were given the hint to place the first newly fetched (and older) instruction in the first slot in ID; and to simplify the forwarding and squashing logic, when both instructions in ID can be issued to EX, to allow the older instruction to advance only to the EX stage of the first pipeline.

Step 2—Adding jump and branch instructions to the second pipeline. The students were given the hint that the tricky part is to squash all younger instructions following a jump or a taken branch, and to do that for all possible transitions of the younger instructions.

Project 3 was defined as extension of Project 1, but not of Project 2, in order to introduce one difficulty at a time—superscalar execution—as opposed to a combination of several, including exceptions and branch prediction.

5. Integration of the Three Projects into an Advanced Computer Architecture Course

The three projects were integrated into an advanced computer architecture course that was based on the textbook by Hennessy and Patterson. This discussion is about the Fall’02 version of the course. The slides developed at UC Berkeley were extended with two lectures on formal verification of processors, a lecture on recent research papers, a lecture on reconfigurable computing, and several short topics that were added to existing lectures.

To prepare the students for the lectures on formal verification, several concepts were introduced in 10–15 minute sessions in earlier lectures. The first such session defined symbolic simulation and the ITE operator. The second presented the interpreted functions read and write used for abstracting memories, and the forwarding property of the memory semantics that these functions satisfy. The third illustrated the syntax of AbsHDL with the example processor pipe3 (see Figures 1 and 2) and its non-pipelined specification. The two lectures on formal verification of processors followed next—see Lectures 6 and 7 from Fall’02—and introduced the logic of EUFM (see Figure 5); the inductive correctness criterion (see Figure 4); the formal verification tool flow (see Figure 3); the property of Positive Equality; and the modeling restrictions necessary to exploit that property (see Figures 6 and 7). Another short session was included in the lecture on branch prediction in order to discuss the abstraction of a branch predictor with an FSM (see Figure 8), and the integration of branch prediction in a pipelined processor—a prelude to Project 2. Finally, in the lecture on superscalar execution, special emphasis was made on superscalar issue logic that is based on a shift register, as the one in Project 3.
Several homework exercises were introduced to prepare the students for the three projects. Homework 1 had a problem on symbolic simulation—the students had to manually form the symbolic expressions for small circuits, consisting of 2–3 levels of logic gates and a latch; to prove that two such circuits are equivalent; and to simplify symbolic expressions by accounting for the interaction between the symbolic expression for the enable signal of a latch, and the symbolic expressions for controlling signals of multiplexors that drive the data input of the latch (this part of the exercise was motivated by student bugs from the Summer’02 projects42). Homework 2 had a problem on defining the controlling signals for the multiplexors in tree-like forwarding logic. Homework 3 had two relevant problems. The first was to implement the issue logic of a 3-wide superscalar processor with out-of-order execution and out-of-order retirement, capable of executing only ALU and load instructions. The issue logic had to be based on a shift register (to prepare the students for Project 3), such that unissued instructions are shifted to the beginning of the register, and emptied slots are filled with newly fetched instructions.

The second relevant problem in Homework 3 was to design and formally verify a 4-stage pipelined ALU, implemented in the style of the staggered integer ALUs in the Intel Pentium 43. That is, the computation of a result is partitioned into computation of the lower half, and computation of the upper half. The ALU operations are such that the lower half of a result depends on only the lower halves of the operands, while the upper half of a result depends on only the upper halves of the operands and the carry-out from computing the lower half of the same result. Based on these input dependencies, we can compute the two halves in different stages of a pipeline, producing each half with an ALU that is half the original width, and so can be clocked twice as fast. Furthermore, if an ALU result serves as operand of a dependent computation, then the lower half of the result need only be forwarded as a lower operand to the dependent computation, while the upper half of the result need only be forwarded as an upper operand. The benefit from staggered pipelining is that a dependent computation can start execution on each new cycle—i.e., half of the original cycle later, as opposed to one original cycle later—thus allowing sequential chains of dependent computations to be completed twice as fast. The students were provided with a non-pipelined specification. The ALU was modeled with three uninterpreted functions—one abstracting the computation of the lower half of the result; another abstracting the computation of the carry-out from the lower half of the result, based on the same inputs as the first uninterpreted function; and a third abstracting the computation of the upper half of the result, by using the carry-out from the lower half of the result, as well as the upper halves of the two operands. The Register File was implemented with two memories—one storing the lower half of the operands, and another storing the upper half. The first stage of the pipeline was for reading the lower and upper halves of the operands from the corresponding part of the Register File. The second stage—for computing the lower half of the result by using the lower halves of the two operands, and the lower halves of previous results that are still in flight in the pipeline. The third stage—for computing the upper half of the result by using the upper halves of the two operands, the upper halves of previous results that are still in flight in the pipeline, and the carry-out from computing the lower half of the same result in the second stage. The two halves of the result were written back to the corresponding part of the Register File in the fourth stage. The students had to write their own simulation-command file for TLSim. A similar problem can be found in the textbook by Shen and Lipasti67, except that the students are not given a way to formally verify their implementations of a staggered ALU.
Another homework problem was assigned in the summer of 2002. The students were given an incorrect version of the pipelined DLX from Project 1, and were told that the processor has five bugs that are variants of frequent errors from implementing the same project. The students were asked to inspect the code, identify the bugs, and explain each of them.

In the fall of 2002, Project 1 had to be completed in two weeks, while Projects 2 and 3 in three weeks each. The students were allowed to work in groups of up to three partners.

6. Results and Bug Analysis

Project 1: Design and Formal Verification of a Single-Issue Pipelined DLX

The students worked in 24 groups, 9 with a single student. The minimum time for completing the project was reported by a graduate student working alone—11 hours. The minimum time reported by an undergraduate working alone was 18.5 hours. The average time for completing the project was 22.9 hours. Step 2 was the easiest—16 groups made no bugs, with an average of 0.38 bugs per group. The second easiest was Step 6, where 10 groups made no bugs, with an average of 0.63 bugs per group. This was expected, since both steps involve relatively small changes to the processor from the previous step. Step 5 was the hardest—every group made at least one mistake, and the average number of mistakes per group was 1.86, the highest for all steps. This can be explained with the complexity of adding squashing to a processor with stalling, and correctly handling the case when both mechanisms are triggered.

A pipelined processor for Step 6 was implemented in 400–450 lines of AbsHDL code. Typical verification time for such a processor is less than 1.5 seconds on a 500-MHz Sun Blade 100 workstation: 0.07 seconds for TLSim to symbolically simulate the implementation and the specification; 0.2 seconds for EVC to translate the correctness formula to an equivalent Boolean formula; and 1 second for Chaff to prove the unsatisfiability of the Boolean formula when the implementation is correct. However, Chaff takes less than a second to detect a bug, if one exists.

The students made a total of 44 different bugs when implementing Project 1, not counting AbsHDL syntax errors—TLSim simulates only if the implementation and specification are free of syntax errors, and all signals are either driven or are defined as inputs. In Step 1, 59% of the bugs were made when implementing the forwarding logic. In Step 2, half of all errors were due to incorrect second data input to the MUX selecting the immediate data value as ALU operand—the students used the value of the data operand from the ID_EX latch, instead of the output of the forwarding logic for that operand. In Step 3, half of the bugs were due to incorrect design for formal verification—the students did not invalidate the new control bit MemWrite in the IF stage during flushing. Almost as frequent were bugs due to incorrect data used as input to the Data Memory. In Step 4, the most frequent bug was not forwarding the value loaded from the Data Memory to the ALU in the EX stage. However, the majority of the errors in that step were due to incorrect stalling or incorrect definition of the load interlock. In Step 5, the most frequent bug was related to the concept of design for formal verification—the students did not allow the PC to be updated by jump instructions that are already in the pipeline during flushing. Almost as frequent bug was not accounting for the interaction between stalling and squashing by not squashing the instruction in the IF_ID latch when that latch is stalled due to the load interlock in the ID stage, but there is a
jump instruction in the MEM stage. In Step 6, most mistakes were due to incorrect data source for the uninterpreted predicate that abstracts the branch condition. When defining the load interlock in Step 4, eight groups had an optimized implementation that considers whether the trailing instruction’s control bits indicate a pending update of an architectural state element.

**Project 2: Design and Formal Verification of a DLX with Exceptions and Branch Prediction**

The students worked in 24 groups, 9 with a single student. The minimum time for completing the project was reported by a graduate student working alone—8 hours and 10 minutes. The minimum time reported by an undergraduate student working alone was 12 hours. The average time for completing the project was 27.5 hours. Step 3 took the longest on average—11.3 hours—which can be explained with the complexity of incorporating branch/jump prediction into a pipelined processor, and the many cases that have to be considered when correcting a misprediction.

A pipelined processor for Step 3 was implemented in 650–750 lines of AbsHDL code, depending on the amount of comments. Typical verification time for such a processor is less than 7 seconds: 0.07 seconds for TLSim to symbolically simulate the implementation and the specification; 2 seconds for EVC to translate the correctness formula to an equivalent Boolean formula; and 4.5 seconds for Chaff to prove the unsatisfiability of the Boolean formula when the implementation is correct. However, Chaff takes less than a second to find a satisfying assignment that triggers a bug, if one exists. The required memory was less than 6.6 MB.

The students made a total of 29 different bugs when implementing Project 2. The most frequent bug in Step 1 was not squashing the control bit that allows ALU exceptions for subsequent instructions, when a jump or a taken branch is in the MEM stage. The second most frequent mistake was not including the ALU exception signal as part of the squash condition. In Step 2, the most frequent error was not squashing instructions that follow a return-from-exception. Additionally, many bugs were due to allowing architectural state updates that are disabled in the specification when an instruction is a return-from-exception. In Step 3, half of the mistakes were due to missing cases in the logic for correcting branch/jump mispredictions. A tricky bug was not squashing the bit for the predicted branch direction, when the branch is squashed, so that the logic for correcting mispredictions would still take action to correct such a branch.

**Project 3: Design and Formal Verification of a Dual-Issue Superscalar DLX**

The students worked in 17 groups, each consisting of 3 partners. The minimum time for completing the project was reported by a group of three undergraduates—12 hours. The average time for completing the project was 29.1 hours. Step 1 took an average of 17.4 hours, which was about 50% longer compared to the average time of 11.8 hours spent on Step 2. This can be explained with the extensive modifications required in Step 1 for adding a second pipeline to the single-issue processor from Step 4 of Project 1, compared to just incorporating jumps and branches in a dual-issue superscalar processor, as done in Step 2. No group completed a step without bugs, indicating the increased difficulty of this project.

A dual-issue superscalar processor from Step 2 was implemented in 900–1,000 lines of AbsHDL code. Typical verification time for such a processor is less than 10 minutes: 0.5 seconds
for TLSim to symbolically simulate the implementation and the specification; 12 seconds for EVC to translate the correctness formula to an equivalent Boolean formula; and 550 seconds for Chaff to prove the unsatisfiability of the Boolean formula when the implementation is correct. However, Chaff takes only a few seconds to find a satisfying assignment if a bug exists. The required memory was 230 MB. The time for SAT-checking with Chaff can be reduced to 6 seconds if the students are taught the concept of controlled flushing—where the user defines a flushing schedule to avoid pipeline stalls, thus simplifying the correctness formula. Alternatively, EVC can be extended with rewriting rules that are applied automatically and achieve the same effect, e.g., as used to formally verify out-of-order superscalar processors. The specifications for Step 1 and 2 were the same as for Steps 4 and 6, respectively, of Project 1.

The students made a total of 20 different bugs when implementing Project 3. The most frequent bug in Step 1 was incorrect priority of the results forwarded to the two ALUs in the EX stage. The rest of the bugs in Step 1 were due to incorrect implementation of the issue logic based on a shift register. In Step 2, the most frequent bug was not squashing an instruction that is not issued and is so moved from the ID stage of the second pipeline to the ID stage of the first pipeline, when a jump or a taken branch is in the MEM stage of the second pipeline. A detailed description of the bugs from the three projects is available separately.

**Homework Problem on Design and Formal Verification of a Pipelined Staggered ALU**

The most common bug made in the design of the pipelined staggered ALU was not forwarding the high result from the fourth (write-back) stage to the high operands in the second stage, where these operands are just transferred to the third stage. Then, when they get in the third stage, and if no forwarding takes place for the next high result that will then be in the fourth stage, these operands will be incorrect and will produce an incorrect high result.

### 7. Related Work

Traditionally, the principles of pipelined and superscalar execution have been taught by using trace-driven simulation or FPGA-based hardware emulation. Surveys of simulation resources are presented by Wolffe et al. and Yehezkel et al. However, simulator bugs and modeling inaccuracies can lead to significant errors in performance measurements, and so may result in wrong design decisions. To avoid bugs, Weaver et al. extended their trace-driven simulator with a dynamic checker, which is similar to the checker processor in the DIVA architecture, and is used to compare the superscalar simulator results with those produced by a non-pipelined simulator. While such checker can detect bugs triggered by the benchmarks simulated so far, it does not guarantee full correctness, so that bugs may still remain—to be activated by other benchmarks—and affect the performance measurements; it does not identify modeling inaccuracies that lead to imprecise performance measurements; and does not solve the problem of how to prove the correctness of pipelined processors for all execution sequences. The lack of guarantee for complete correctness diminishes the pedagogical power of simulation, when teaching the principles of pipelined, speculative, and superscalar execution.

A DIVA checker—used to dynamically verify the results of an out-of-order execution engine—can itself be a pipelined processor and thus has to be formally verified to ensure the correctness of the entire system. Mneimneh et al. verified the recovery mode of a pipelined DIVA
checker against its ISA. However, in recovery mode, a DIVA checker allows only one instruction in the pipeline at a time, so that mechanisms for avoiding hazards are not triggered, and the checker behaves like a non-pipelined processor, making its verification trivial in that mode. Additionally, an incorrect out-of-order execution engine in the DIVA architecture can degrade the performance of the system, requiring the checker to frequently squash instructions in the out-of-order execution engine and restart the execution after the last correctly completed instruction. Most importantly, single-issue pipelined and dual-issue superscalar processors—which are widely used in embedded systems—may not be possible to integrate with a checker processor due to the stringent silicon area, power-consumption, and cost constraints in that market segment. And because of the explosion of embedded applications, it is more likely that recent university graduates will work on the design of embedded processors than of aggressive out-of-order processors. Hence, the need to educate students with deep understanding of the principles of pipelined, speculative, and superscalar execution; students who can formally verify their designs.

Directions for integrating formal methods into software engineering courses are outlined by Almstrum et al.\textsuperscript{87}, and by Wing\textsuperscript{88}. There are many reports from integrating formal verification into existing software engineering curricula\textsuperscript{36–40}. A list of formal verification courses offered at various universities can be found at the Formal Methods Educational Site\textsuperscript{35}. However, none of those courses integrates formal methods into an existing computer architecture course. The only such course\textsuperscript{19} that the author knows of was taught at Carnegie Mellon University from 1995 till 1998 in a version that included a project on model checking\textsuperscript{89} a snoopy cache coherence protocol with SMV\textsuperscript{41}. In a different school, the instructor\textsuperscript{90} used a formal verification tool to illustrate how to check properties of a snoopy cache coherence protocol and of a bus protocol, when teaching computer architecture, but did not assign related projects or homework exercises.

Another course where the students designed dual-issue superscalar processors, but using VHDL, is reported by Hamblen et al.\textsuperscript{33}. However, dual-issue processors were attempted by only two of the nine groups, and one of the designs was found to be buggy. Of the other seven designs, which were single-issue pipelined processors, three were not completely functional.

Functional verification was taught by Ozguner et al.\textsuperscript{1} However, the students did not use formal verification tools. Van Campenhout et al.\textsuperscript{27, 28} classified 87 student bugs, made in Verilog designs of a 5-stage DLX with branch prediction. When designing the DLX processors in Verilog, those students did not describe the register file and the ALUs—similar to the work presented here—but used library modules. However, their processors were described at a lower level of abstraction; were of lower complexity—did not implement exceptions in addition to branch prediction, or have dual-issue superscalar execution; were not implemented by accounting for the concept of design for formal verification; and were not formally verified—Van Campenhout et al. report that their testing method detected 94% of the student errors.

Lahiri et al.\textsuperscript{91} used TLSim and EVC at Motorola, applying the same abstraction techniques as in the projects in order to model exceptions and branch prediction. They formally verified a model of the M-CORE processor\textsuperscript{49}, detecting three bugs—two in the forwarding logic, and one in the issue logic—as well as several corner cases that were not fully implemented.
When abstracting the functional units and memories (see Section 3), we assume that their bit-level implementations are formally verified separately. Pandey and Bryant\textsuperscript{92} combined the method of Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation (STE)\textsuperscript{93–97} with symmetry reductions to formally verify large memory arrays at the transistor level. Claesen et al.\textsuperscript{98} used theorem proving to formally verify an SRT integer divider. Aagaard and Seger\textsuperscript{99} combined model checking and theorem proving to show the correctness of an Intel multiplier. O’Leary et al.\textsuperscript{100} formally verified an SRT integer square root circuit. Russinoff\textsuperscript{101} proved the correctness of the multiplication, division, and square root algorithms of the AMD K7 processor. Jones et al.\textsuperscript{102, 103} combined STE with theorem proving to formally verify an instruction decoder and a floating-point adder/subtractor from Intel processors. Chen et al.\textsuperscript{104} used word-level model checking to formally verify an Intel floating-point unit that could add, subtract, multiply, divide, round, and compute square root. Chen and Bryant\textsuperscript{105} proved the correctness of floating-point adders and multipliers. Bryant and Chen\textsuperscript{106} formally verified large combinational multipliers.

Historically, the inductive correctness condition in Figure 4 dates back to Milner\textsuperscript{107} and Hoare\textsuperscript{108}, who used it to verify programs by manually defining an abstraction function that maps the state of the implementation program to the state of the specification program. Manual abstraction functions were used in initial work on formal verification of processors, as reported by Srivas and Bickford\textsuperscript{109}, Saxe et al.\textsuperscript{110}, and Hunt\textsuperscript{111}. In other early work, presented by Cohn\textsuperscript{112} and Joyce\textsuperscript{113}, the processors were simple and non-pipelined, so that the abstraction function was computed by just taking the architectural state. Burch and Dill\textsuperscript{57} proposed flushing a pipelined processor as a way to automatically compute an abstraction function from the state of the implementation to the state of the specification processor, and were the first to formally verify a pipelined DLX, comparable to that from Project 1. However, the user had to manually provide a case-splitting expression, indicating the conditions when the pipeline will fetch a new instruction in the current cycle and will later complete that instruction. The validity of the EUFM correctness formula was checked by a prototype of the decision procedure SVC\textsuperscript{114}, which used the case-splitting expression to simplify the correctness formula, and evaluate it twice—once under the condition that the case-splitting expression is \textit{true}, and a second time under the condition that the case-splitting expression is \textit{false}. Jones et al.\textsuperscript{115} extended SVC with heuristics that sped up the verification. Burch\textsuperscript{68} used the resulting tool, and applied the method developed with Dill\textsuperscript{57} to a dual-issue superscalar DLX, comparable to that from Project 3. However, he had to manually define 28 case-splitting expressions, and to decompose the commutative correctness diagram from Figure 4 into 3 commutative diagrams that were easier to verify. That decomposition was subtle enough to warrant publication of its correctness proof as a separate paper\textsuperscript{116}. Hosabettu et al.\textsuperscript{117, 118} used the theorem-prover PVS\textsuperscript{119} and manually defined abstraction functions to formally verify a single-issue pipelined DLX and a dual-issue superscalar DLX, comparable to those from Projects 1 and 3, respectively, but reported 30 days of manual work for each of the processors.

To formally verify 5-stage pipelined DLX or ARM processors (comparable to that from Project 1), experts invested extensive manual work, often reporting long run times\textsuperscript{117–118, 120–127}. Even 3-stage pipelines, executing only ALU instructions, took significant manual intervention to formally verify with theorem proving\textsuperscript{128–131}, or with assume-guarantee reasoning\textsuperscript{132–134}. Symbolic Trajectory Evaluation also required extensive manual work to prove the correctness of just a register-immediate OR instruction in a bit-level 5-stage ARM processor\textsuperscript{135}. Other researchers had to limit the data values to 4 bits, the register file to 1 register, and the ISA to 16 instructions, to
symbolically verify a bit-level pipelined processor\textsuperscript{136}. Various symbolic tools ran for a long time when formally verifying a pipelined DLX\textsuperscript{137–140}, or ran out of memory\textsuperscript{141}. Custom-tailored, manually defined rewriting rules were used to formally verify a 5-stage DLX\textsuperscript{142, 143}, and similar 4-stage processors\textsuperscript{144–147}, but would require modifications to work on designs described in different coding style, and significant extensions to scale for dual-issue superscalar processors. Other researchers proved only few properties of a pipelined DLX\textsuperscript{148, 149}, or did not present completeness argument\textsuperscript{150, 151}—that the properties proved ensure correctness under all possible scenarios.

Note that by formally verifying a processor, we prove the logical correctness of the design. However, fabrication defects may still lead to bugs in specific chips, and can only be detected by testing methods\textsuperscript{152–162}.

To summarize, testing methods do not guarantee correctness, as well as take significant time to apply, which diminishes their pedagogical power when teaching the principles of pipelined, speculative, and superscalar execution. Furthermore, previous formal verification approaches did not scale, or required extensive manual effort and level of expertise that made them impossible to integrate in existing advanced computer architecture courses, where the students are not required to have prior knowledge of formal methods, and complete projects on design and formal verification of pipelined and superscalar processors in addition to other assignments. In contrast, the tool flow—TLSim, EVC, and efficient SAT-checker—automatically and quickly proves the correctness of processors from Projects 1–3. The user only defines the command sequence for symbolic simulation with TLSim—based on the inductive correctness condition in Figure 4—using commands that are similar to those of binary simulators.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The experience presented in this paper indicates that it is possible to integrate formal verification into an existing advanced computer architecture course, taught to both undergraduate and graduate students with no prior knowledge of formal methods. The high-level hardware description language AbsHDL allowed the students to quickly design the processors in a sequence of three projects: 1) a single-issue pipelined DLX; 2) an extension with exceptions and branch prediction, where the branch predictor was abstracted, but the mechanism for correcting branch mispredictions was completely implemented; and 3) a dual-issue superscalar DLX. The highly efficient decision procedure EVC\textsuperscript{50}, combined with a state-of-the-art SAT-checker\textsuperscript{54–56}, made possible the fast formal verification of the above processors—requiring 1.5 seconds to formally verify a single-issue pipelined DLX, 7 seconds to formally verify an extension with exceptions and branch prediction, and 10 minutes to formally verify a dual-issue superscalar version. In the case of a buggy pipelined or superscalar processor, the tool flow takes significantly less time to find a condition that triggers the bug, compared to the time to prove the correctness of a bug-free version of the same design.

The author is not aware of another computer architecture course where the students have completed as many processor design projects of the above complexity, in addition to homeworks, paper summaries, and paper comparisons. This illustrates the increased productivity possible with a high-level hardware description language such as AbsHDL. Most importantly, the students had
no prior knowledge of formal methods, and were able to formally verify their implementations of the three projects. A related homework problem was to design and formally verify a staggered ALU, pipelined in the style of the integer ALUs in the Intel Pentium 4.

Future work will include the development of visualization tools to help quickly analyze counterexamples from incorrect processors. A sophisticated version of such tools can have the capability to propose patches of logic to replace existing pieces of circuitry in a way that will correct a detected bug. A second direction for future work will be to automate the generation of trace-driven simulators from a formally verified high-level description of a pipelined or superscalar processor; this will allow the students to run simulations and measure the performance of their implementations. A third direction will be to automate the translation of a formally verified high-level processor description to synthesizable Verilog or VHDL, and thus create a path to existing EDA tools for synthesis and rapid prototyping.

Future extensions of the projects will include design and formal verification of VLIW and superpipelined processors, possibly having multiple specialized execution pipelines as in the Intel XScale and the Intel Itanium, as well as implementing mechanisms such as scoreboarding, predicated execution, and advanced loads. Other variations can include pipelined processors with load-value and data-value prediction, or with caches that have way prediction. The formal verification of processors with scoreboarding will require the students to impose and check invariant constraints for the pipelines. Formal verification of liveness and of implementations with non-determinism can also be included.

The integration of formal verification in computer architecture courses will result in future microarchitects with deeper understanding of the principles of pipelined, speculative, and superscalar execution; microarchitects who are thus more productive, and capable of delivering correct new processors under aggressive time-to-market schedules.
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